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About this report
Around the world and back

Panning across Asia and beyond

Think Global, act Local

So we’re finally here, the last in our Spring lineup of reports
looking at the world of SportsTech one region at a time. We
started in Europe, then hopped across the Atlantic to look at
North America and now we round things off with a closer look
at the Asia-Pacific region. Last year we covered Asia for the
first time and this year we’ve expanded our research to
include Oceania, bringing all the lands down under into our
reports. An especially interesting addition given the year that
2020 was.

So let’s lock into the Asia-Pacific report. Here’s a quick look at
some of the most important information that our expanded
research showed

But as always, before diving into the report, we have to talk
about what we have coming up over the next few months.
Now that all our reports are published, we will soon release
details about an online event where we present all the
information that we’ve uncovered in our reports and also
provide context by putting each of the geographies side by
side. Expect that to happen in May.

Beĳing once again tops the charts as the biggest
SportsTech city across Asia-Pacific, even with the addition
of the Australian cities who couldn’t break into the top 10.
The Indian cities Mumbai and Bangalore lead the way in
2020.

The Asia-Pacific region is an important one for SportsTech,
especially when it comes to consumer facing solutions for
fans. The scale at which solutions are deployed, especially in
China and India, and the unique nature of those markets
means that startups often present interesting use cases that
other countries and companies can learn from. Throw in a
sports-mad and innovative Australia into the mix and it
certainly makes for interesting viewing. With our team in
Bangalore giving us a local presence, we at SportsTechX have
another reason to be excited about a deeper dive into this
fascination in the region.

And of course we will continue to create more video content
with our latest offering, Hello SportsTech, where we shine the
spotlight on the coolest products and apps from the world of
SportsTech. We also now have a live weekly news show where
we go through the hottest news stories from SportsTech and
provide context on why they are important and how they will
make a difference to the end user: either the athlete doing
sports or the fan supporting them.

2020 was a weak year for investment in SportsTech,
understandable given the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic. China especially saw a sharp decline in
investment, leading to just over $630m invested in 2020
across the region, the second lowest amount invested
since 2016.

There are specific topics that drive growth of SportsTech in
each of the regions. In India this is Fantasy Sports, In China
it is Esports, and Fitness is a common theme across the
region, as it is across the world. We took a deeper look at
each of these topics.
While 2020 was a slow year, investors seem to be making up
for lost time in 2021. In the first 3 months, we’ve already seen
over $880m invested, a lot of it in the same themes we’ve
talked about, fantasy sports and fitness with companies like
Dream11, MPL from India and Keep in China announcing
mega funding rounds.

Benjamin Penkert

Founder at SportsTechX
benjamin@sportstechx.com

Rohn Malhotra

Co-founder at SportsTechX
rohn@sportstechx.com
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Foreword from our partner: SIGNA Sports United
About us

Our KPIs

SIGNA Sports United has built the global #1 sports
commerce & tech platform with market leading positions in
Bike, Tennis, Outdoor, Teamsports & Athleisure.
We are leveraging our unique tech platform to connect
brands, retailers and digital communities to improve the
sports experiences and create additional value beyond
commerce: from equipping, tracking, streaming to planning &
community building through our vibrant ecosystem. It’s our
mission to empower founders and businesses to lead the
sports ecosystem in the digital age.

What we are looking for
We are always looking for innovative businesses and founders
in the field of sportstech to partner and cooperate with. Feel
free to reach out at a.oliver@signa-sportsunited.com and
understand how SIGNA Sports United can support you and
your business to accelerate growth and win markets to
conquer digital sports!

80+

Our Brands

Web Shops in ~20 countries

1b€+

Profitable Online Sales

30%+

Outdoor

Sales CAGR
Teamsports & Athleisure

4m+

Active Customers
Tennis

Anton Oliver

Head of Business Development
& International

Berlin

Bike

1,000+
signa-sportsunited.com

Sports Brands Partners
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The Asia-Pacific SportsTech Innovators 2021
A selection of 11 individuals who are collectively driving the growth and the success of the ecosystem through their
engagement in new and leading initiatives. We are proud to have them in our report.

Dev Bajaj

Heba Q. Al Masri

Iris Cordoba Mondejar

John Persico

Mandar Dandekar

Martin Schlegel

Dream Sports Investments

Qatar SportsTech

GSIC powered by Microsoft

Sports Tech World Series

Kalaari Capital

Australia Sports Technologies
Network (ASTN)

Michael Proman

Mike Yang

Ollie Howard

Todd Deacon

Zvika Popper

Sports Tech Tokyo

AquaBloom International

Startupbootcamp Sports &

Techstars SportsTech

HYPE SPIN

Sports Technology Group

Event Tech Melbourne

Melbourne
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Key Insights - Asia-Pacific SportsTech 2021

1

Funding
$637.3m funding in 2020
India 55%
Mumbai 26%

79% into “Fan-solutions” sector
Top sub-sector: Content Platforms 69%
For Activity Software 15%

$225m into Dream11
$110m into Cure.fit
8 of top 10 in Fitness/Fantasy/Betting

Icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com.

2

Trends

3

Ecosystem

Fantasy sports in India:
It’s game time

5 Investment Companies
In North American SportsTech

Esports streaming in China:
Ready to go live

4 Accelerators / Incubators
In North American SportsTech

Fitness in Asia-Pacific:
Fastest growing market

5 Innovation Initiatives
In North American SportsTech

Numbers excluding undisclosed Deals/Acquisitions
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SportsTechX - Market Intelligence for investors & professionals
About Us
SportsTechX is the #1 source for data & insights about startups
& innovation in Sports. Our mission is to promote and navigate
the global SportsTech ecosystem.
We frequently publish content in formats such as
industry-leading reports, podcasts and newsletters, and appear
as keynote speakers at events. Our insights are based on our
SportsTech Framework which provides a systematic structure
to find, compare and assess all things SportsTech on a global
level.
We work with investors and organisations in sports and
adjacent industries helping them with market analysis and
connecting them with startups. We also support select
startups in business development and fundraising.

Services

Insights

Database

Reports

Leading global database that provides
high-value market intelligence for investors
and professionals in SportsTech. Helps to find
the best startups & initiatives to engage with.

Industry-leading reports that combine facts and
figures with qualitative insights.

Market Analysis
Customised in-depth research and consulting
on various aspects of the SportsTech market.
Includes
connecting
investors
and
organisations with startups/scaleups.

Marketing
Promotion opportunities for organisations,
brands & startups/scaleups to increase their
visibility in the SportsTech industry, e.g. by
placements in our reports or podcasts.

Newsletter
Cutting through the noise with topic features,
interviews & major industry updates.

Blog
Market insights with event reports, landscape
overviews and startup related articles.

Podcast
Showcasing startups and relevant initiatives from
the world of Sports & Tech.

LinkedIn Group
Community of SportsTech enthusiasts who share
the latest news and updates.

#APSTR21
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Hello SportsTech - Showcasing cool, new products in Sports & Technology
Product reviews

Interesting use cases

Weekly top news

Testing SportsTech apps and devices in short and
easy-to-consume video clips

Cool stuff from the world of Sports & Tech,
presented in max. 15 seconds each

Weekly show available as livestream, on-demand
and podcast formats

Click the logos to visit our channels

#APSTR21
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The SportsTech Framework - A systematic approach to the industry
About the framework

SportsTech Framework
For Athletes

For Fans

For Executives

Activity & Performance

Fans & Content

Management & Organisation

For Activity - Hardware

Content Platforms

Organisations & Venues

Wearables

News & Content

Team & Club Management

Equipment & Infrastructure

Streaming Platforms

League & Event Management
Stadium & Facility Management

For Activity - Software

Fan Experiences

Media & Sponsors

Tracking & Analytics

Fan Engagement

Media Production

Classes & Tutorials

Ticketing & Merchandise

Sponsorship

We introduced the framework in 2017 in order to provide
a common understanding and structure for the
SportsTech ecosystem. Since then we have constantly
enhanced it, to ensure that it’s the best and most
up-to-date tool to identify, compare and assess all
things SportsTech on a global level.
In this latest update, the three main sectors remain the
same as before and are organised based on their target
audience: The Athlete, The Sports Executive and The
Fan. However we have made some updates to the next
level of classification - sub sectors and sub-sub sectors
- which provide additional levels of detail and a deeper
understanding. You’ll find a detailed explanation of the
updated framework on the following page.
This framework forms the core of all our intelligence, e.g.
the reports and the database.

Before / After Activity

Fantasy Sports & Betting

Booking & Discovery

Fantasy Sports

Recovery & Injury Prevention

Betting

Coaching & Recruitment

Enablement

March 2021

Even though the framework is proven-in-practice, there
will always be situations in which startups can be
assigned to two or even more sub or sub-sub sectors,
which simply cannot be avoided. We invite everyone to
share their feedback as we’re always looking to further
optimize our work.
@sportstechx | sportstechx.com

#APSTR21
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The SportsTech Framework - Structure and Descriptions
For Athletes - Activity & Performance

For Fans - Fans & Content

For Executives - Management & Organisation

This sector covers all solutions focused on the Athlete, whether
professional, amateur or recreational. These are related to the actual
sports activity, whether it’s before, during or after it. Common goals are
tracking performance, preventing injuries & finding sports to play.

This sector is all about how sports connects to or is consumed by Fans
and viewers. All of these are solutions focused on the fan and so will
include content, merchandise or betting and fantasy sports. Goals
typically include a better involvement and experience of fans related to
the athletes, teams and sports they like.

All solutions that help Sports Executives perform their responsibilities.
Whether it’s managing sports facilities, teams, associations, leagues,
events, gyms or media companies. Goals here usually relate to
improving operational efficiency or providing a better experience to the
end consumer.

Content Platforms: Platforms that provide access to various forms of
content (both as consumers and creators), either video, audio or text
based.

Organisations & Venues: Solutions to help sports related organisations
or venues with managing internal operations.

For Activity - Hardware: Physical resources worn/used during an
activity.
Wearables: Attachments to the body of the athlete or the surface of
playing equipment used.
Equipment & Infrastructure: Movable physical equipment or immovable
resources installed on premises that are used to perform an activity.
For Activity - Software: Applications or platforms that support the
athlete during the activity, often to improve performance, either through
tracking the activity and providing feedback or by training guidance.
Tracking & Analytics: Tools that capture and track key metrics of sports
activities and provide insights.
Classes & Tutorials: Platforms that provide access to classes, videos
and tutorial guides (both live and on-demand) to be active, learn new
skills and help improve performance.

News & Content: Original / editorial content, often about sports teams
or athletes, or content related to live sports news & results.
Streaming Platforms: Sports streaming platforms, both live and
on-demand.
Fan Experiences: Solutions and offerings to enhance the sports
experience and to involve fans with their preferred sports commercially.
Fan Engagement: Helping fans connect with their favorite athletes,
teams and sports as well as other fans to enhance their experience.
Ticketing & Merchandise: Platforms for fans to purchase, sell or trade
tickets for events or merchandise & memorabilia from teams & athletes.

Before / After Activity: Hardware or Software solutions that help an
athlete either prepare for an activity they are about to perform or
recover after it.

Fantasy Sports & Betting: Solutions to place real or play money on
sports events and online games based on real or virtual teams.

Booking & Discovery: Platforms to discover and book venues, find
players or sports events locally or while traveling.

Betting: Platforms to place sports bets.

Recovery & Injury Prevention: Applications to reduce the likelihood of
injury or help speed-up / ensure recovery.
Coaching & Recruitment: Tools to improve performance by providing
training & guidance or helping connect with coaches and scouts.

Fantasy Sports: Fantasy sports or sports prediction games.
Enablement: Tools to aid the sports betting industry, bettors or fantasy
sports gamers.

Team & Club Management: Tools for professional or amateur sports
teams, clubs or gyms.
League & Event Management: Tools for organisers of leagues,
tournaments, races or major events.
Stadium & Facility Management: Solutions for stadiums or sports
facilities that help make operations or fan / client organisation easier.
Media & Sponsors: Solutions that are either for or connect with the
media, or sponsoring brands.
Media Production: Tools to make broadcasting easier and richer.
Sponsorship: Platforms to connect brands with teams and athletes for
sponsorship.

#APSTR21
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2020 sees dip in investment
Funding Amounts & Number of Rounds 2016 - 2020 in Asia-Pacific SportsTech
Amount in $m
2000

Ticket sizes stay consistent
Funding Rounds

1,976.3

Total amount: 5.6b / 5.7b*
1,769.7
3.41

1500

2.99

1000

735.8

732.9*
637.3

490.7

500

67

60

84

79

58*
50

0

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
* Incl. estimated reporting lag

Firstly, let’s define what exactly we’ve considered as
Asia-Pacific. Unlike last year, Israel moved into our latest
European report but we have included the rest of the
Middle East in this one. More importantly, we’ve
expanded our research to include Australia, New
Zealand and all the other beautiful islands in the region.
About time we put the lands ‘Down Under’ under our
spotlight.
Now onto the data. Overall, 2020 certainly wasn’t a good
year for SportsTech in the region. After the low of 2019,
we hoped that 2020 would be a high. After all, this was
the yo-yo pattern we have seen in previous years. But
the events of the year squashed all such hope. The
number of deals was the lowest it’s been for five years
and the total amount invested the second lowest. The
average deal size was slightly higher at $18.7m in 2020 vs.
$17.5m 2019 and the median deal size stayed consistent
at $1m so provided some consolation. But there is cause
for optimism, and that is 2021.
Mega deals in Dream11 ($400m), Keep ($360m) and MPL
($95m) along with others have meant a mammoth
$880m+ has been invested in SportsTech in less than
three months of 2021. This has already surpassed even
our projected total for 2020. Investors have woken up fit
and firing it seems, no signs of a 2020 hangover here.
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China leads, Australia enters in fourth
Countries by Funding 2016 - 2020 in Asia-Pacific SportsTech
Country
0
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10

China
India
Japan
Australia
South Korea
Taiwan
Singapore
Saudi Arabia
Kuwait
Vietnam

+/- Rank change compared to previous year

Amount ($m)
4,472.4

926.5

92.7

62.9

Countries by Funding in 2020 in Asia-Pacific SportsTech
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4

1

+1
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0

4

+8

20.2

9

5

+7

17.7
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17
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16

9
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12

Amount ($m)

Share of top
deal

India

455.4

49.4%

China

145.0

55.2%

Australia

26.4

94.6%

Japan

3.7

75.1%

Taiwan

2.2

68.2%

Saudi Arabia

1.3

100.0%

Singapore

1.1

90.9%

Kuwait

1.1

100.0%

UAE

0.9

82.8%

Malaysia

0.1

100.0%

Country

Rank by # of
Startups

10

+/- Rank change compared to previous year

India takes over in 2020
There is no doubt that China sits at the head of the
region’s SportsTech table. Though only third when it
comes to the number of startups, they dominate the
investment conversation and are nearly 5 times the size
of second placed India. But that table turned pretty
quickly in 2020 where India took top spot by a big
margin. For more context, India saw a few more deals in
2020 compared to their average number of 14 but China
landed well below their average of 17.
A word on the new entrant on both lists. Australia has
long been an important player in the global SportsTech
ecosystem. For instance, the Aussies passed India to
take top spot for the number of SportsTech startups in
the region. In fact this puts them in third spot globally so
is no mean feat. Perhaps more importantly they are
fourth for investment since 2016, and jumping to third in
2020, though one deal, PlayUp, contributed 95% to the
year’s amount.
The rest of the top 10 list for 2020 secured less than
$10m, showing how focused the Asia-Pacific ecosystem
is on the top 3 countries. Only Japan, South Korea and
Taiwan were able to secure more than $10m since 2016.
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait were the big gainers on both
lists, breaking into the top 10 on the back of deals in
2020.
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Beijing leads overall, Mumbai tops 2020
Cities by Funding 2016 - 2020 in Asia-Pacific SportsTech
City
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Beĳing
Wuhan
Guangzhou
Bangalore
Shanghai
Mumbai
Chengdu
Tokyo
New Delhi
Haidian

+/- Rank change compared to previous year

1,736.4

1,108.9

Rank by # of
Startups
8
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Cities by Funding in 2020 in Asia-Pacific SportsTech
City
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Bangalore with most deals in 2020

10

Amount ($m)

Share of top
deal

Mumbai

225.2

99.9%

Bangalore

208.0

52.9%

Beĳing

80.0

100.0%

Chengdu

65.0

100.0%

Sydney

25.0

100.0%

New Delhi

19.7

91.4%

Tokyo

2.8

100.0%

Pune

2.0

100.0%

Taichung

1.5

100.0%

Jeddah

1.3

100.0%

+/- Rank change compared to previous year

Beĳing continued it’s run as the top SportsTech city over
the last five years. In fact, Chinese cities took the top
three spots, same as they had done in last year’s edition
of this report. But the one shift in the top five was
Bangalore overtaking Shanghai to take fourth spot, a
sign of shifting times. Bangalore is an especially
important city in the region as it was home to 34
investment deals, the most since 2016. For context,
Tokyo, the only non-Chinese and non-Indian city to
appear in this list, came a distant second with 19.
This shift of power from China to India was more
apparent in 2020 with four Indian cities appearing on the
list against only two Chinese. However, a yearly view is
typically more volatile than a five-year view. Evidenced
by nine out of the 10 cities having a share of top deal at
over 90%. The only exception was Bangalore, which saw
10 deals in 2020 with the next highest count being two.
No wonder that this is the only other city, after Berlin,
where our team is based. ;)
The Australian cities of Melbourne and Sydney just miss
out on the overall top 10 list, taking 11th and 12th spots
respectively. Sydney did jump into the 2020 list in fifth
place, along with Taiwan’s Taichung and Saudi Arabia’s
Jeddah who were the other biggest gainers.
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Solutions For Fans the main focus
Funding per Sector 2016 - 2020 in Asia-Pacific SportsTech

Funding per Sub-Sector 2016 - 2020 in Asia-Pacific SportsTech
For Athletes

For Athletes

Activity & Performance

Management
& Organisation

For Executives

Fantasy Sports
& Betting

Before / After
Activity

For Activity Hardware

For Executives

For Fans

0.3%

3.0%

20.2%
12.3%

Organisations
& Venues

0.2%

21.8%

1.1%

Fan
Experiences
87.6%

78.7%

75.2%

Content
Platforms

For Fans

Fans & Content

As we saw last year, the region significantly favours solutions ‘For Fans’
classified under Fans & Content, especially streaming and fantasy
sports platforms, with the sector accounting for a massive 79% of all
funding. Solutions ‘For Athletes’ was 20% while ‘For Executives’, mainly
B2B, appears almost as a rounding error. In this market, the
end-customer is king.

99.7%

For Activity Software

Media &
Sponsors

Looking at the sub-sectors, Content Platforms was by far the biggest with 69% of the total investment in the last five
years. This will change soon as legacy deals form 2016 in now defunct LeSports shift out of our base. ‘For Activity
Software’ and ‘Fantasy Sports & Betting’ came in second and third respectively overall but in 2020 they came in second
and first respectively, clearly driving the more recent funding conversation. Each of the sectors also has one clear
leader, ‘For Activity Software’ in solutions ‘For Athletes’, ‘Content Platforms’ in solutions ‘For Fans’ and ‘Organisations &
Venues’ in solutions ‘For Executives’.
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Fitness and Fantasy dominate in 2020
Top Companies All-Time by Funding
1

LeSports

6

Sports news and content

2

Douyu TV

Mumbai

7

Esports streaming platform

3

Huya
Esports streaming platform

4

Cure.fit
Fitness, nutrition and mental wellness solutions

5

Hupu
Sports news and content

For Athletes

For Fans

$130.5m

7

Mobile Premier League

8

5

Keep

For Executives

Fiture

The top three probably won't raising any more funding: LeSports has long been
defunct and Douyu and Huya merged in late 2020 into an IPO'd streaming giant. So
who’s next? Dream11‘s $400m round (March 2021) would move them to fourth and
Keep’s mega $360m deal (Jan 2021) moves them into fifth. Expect Fitness and
Fantasy sports providers to drive further changes to this list.

For Athletes

BONX
Tokyo

10

$2.8m

Rheo TV
Esports streaming platform

$65.0m
For Fans

$3.0m

Group-talk earphones for Outdoor
$80.0m

Chengdu

Muse Wearables
Bangalore

9

Connected fitness equipment

$113.9m

$18.0m

Smart watch & fitness tracker

$90.0m

Beĳing

Winzo
New Delhi

Fitness & personal coaching

$124.4m

$25.0m

Fantasy sports platform

$110.0m

Bangalore

4

Chushou TV
Shanghai

Cure.fit

Sydney

Fantasy sports platform

Esports streaming platform

$337.9m

$225.0m

Bangalore

3

iQiyi Sports
Beĳing

10

Shanghai

$254.0m

PlayUp
Sports betting platform

Fitness, nutrition and mental wellness solutions

Sports video content

$394.6m

6

Mumbai

2

Mobile Premier League
Bangalore

9

Bangalore

$325.0m

Fantasy sports platform

$863.6m

Dream11

in Asia-Pacific SportsTech

Fantasy sports platform

Keep
Beĳing

8

Guangzhou

1

Fitness & personal coaching

$1,128.0m

Wuhan

Dream11
Fantasy sports platform

$1,358.8m

Beĳing

Top Companies 2020 by Funding

in Asia-Pacific SportsTech

Bangalore

$2.0m

For Executives

The trend of Fitness and Fantasy is especially on display in 2020, taking seven of the
top eight spots on this list. And unlike the all-time list which was all Indian and
Chinese cities, Sydney and Tokyo broke into the 2020 list showing more activity
across the region. The most activity, however, was clearly in Bangalore, accounting
for four of the top 10 deals in the year.
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Want more reports?

“The ecosystem player”
sportstechx.com/estr

“The global leader”
sportstechx.com/nastr
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Fantasy sports in India: It’s game time
Living in a Fantasy World

Howzaaaatt

Dream on

Fantasy sports is more than just a bit of fun. Sometimes It’s about
pride, a chance to demonstrate to your friends how much you really
know about sports and why Barcelona should have hired you instead
of Pep. Sometimes it’s about diving deep into the numbers - the stats
& analytics that will have you spinning your own Moneyball
algorithms. But for a lot of people, it is simply about the chance to
make some money, following their favourite sport, while not calling it
betting. Sounds like a pretty sweet deal.

Dream11 has become the poster child for fantasy sports in India. In
March 2021 the company raised $400m, taking their total funding to
$725m and valuing them at a massive $5b. Founded in 2008 (before
DraftKings and FanDuel incidentally), the company only hit 1m users
in 2014 & 2m in 2016.Though since then the app has spread like
wildfire amongst Indian cricket fans, crossing over 100m as of 2020.
Seems like they certainly smashed one out of the park. But the
concept of fantasy sports wasn’t born in 2008, in fact there was the
highly successful ‘Super Selector’, backed by premier broadcaster
Star Sports, that was especially popular during the 2003 World Cup
but quickly faded away once the tournament was over. So how did
Dream11 succeed where others didn’t?

While Dream11 are the biggest, they are certainly not alone. Mobile
Premier League are the main challengers having raised $95m in
February 2021 at a valuation near the coveted $1b mark. They, and
others such as My11Circle, have signed top Indian and international
cricketers as brand ambassadors in a bid to attract new users and get
a nice bite of this giant samosa (India doesn’t do pies). The
Federation of Indian Fantasy Sports and KPMG published a report
saying that the space has been growing at a CAGR of 212% and will
only continue to grow as the interest extends to other sports. Then
there is the looming prospect of legalisation of betting in India which
could lead to a full blown explosion in an already red hot sector. The
only question left to ask is which players are you picking?

And that last point has helped grow some fantasy sports startups
into multi-billion dollar enterprises in two especially sports-mad
markets. In the U.S. it was DraftKings and FanDuel who initiated a
Daily Fantasy Sports competition that has now escalated into a full
fledged high stakes Sports Betting war. For now though we’re going to
talk about India, where it sometimes seems like a billion are dreaming
about only the eleven that are playing cricket.
Indian Fantasy Sports Gaming Audience Grows 2X

Source: KPMG Report 2019

There are a number of reasons but let’s focus on the top three
Mobile First Economy: Cheap smartphones and cheaper data
plans meant that a large population of the cricket-mad youth have
never known what it was like to own a PC or even run to a ‘cyber
cafes’ to get their fix of the latest news

Top Funded Fantasy Sports Platforms
Company Name

City

Funding ($m)

Dream11

Mumbai

785

Digital micro-payments: Physical money is increasingly becoming
a hindrance rather than a necessity as even the smallest
corner-store has a QR code on the wall to accept payments of any
amount

MPL

Bangalore

226

Winzo

New Delhi - NCR

23

FanFight

Bangalore

6.2

The chance to make money: And this is probably the most
important one of them all. While Super Selector and other avatars
of fantasy sports platforms have been about bragging rights,
Dream11 used the ‘game of chance’ vs ‘game of skill’ legal loophole
to be able to offer users the chance to win real money after they
paid a small ‘entry fee’ to join competitions with large prize pools,
functioning similar to how a lottery would but without being about
pure luck.

HalaPlay

Bangalore

5.9

BalleBaazi

New Delhi - NCR

Bombay Play

Mumbai

1.5

ProSports 11

New Delhi - NCR

0.6

My11Circle

Mumbai

Undisclosed

PayTM First Games

New Delhi - NCR

Undisclosed
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Esports streaming in China: Ready to go live
Take Ten

Stream a little stream for me

Expressing opinions

It’s hard to have a conversation about technology in China without
speaking of Tencent Holdings. The Shenzhen based technology
conglomerate owns China’s biggest messaging platform WeChat, one
of the biggest web portals in QQ.com and their Tencent Music
Entertainment has more than 700m active users. With a market value
of just over $800b, it is one of Asia’s most valuable companies. And
that is without saying anything about what they are best known for:
esports and gaming.

So why is this merger important? Well for starters, once completed by
mid 2021, it will create a single dominant player with more than 300m
users. This gives Tencent control over 80% of China’s fast emerging
esports market which is already attracting other players. Douyin,
ByteDance's Chinese version of TikTok with 600m users is rumoured
to enter game streaming making the land grab for users a crucial part
of any growth strategy.

And the learning isn’t restricted to other game streaming services.
Sports increasingly understands the power of direct-to-user
streaming and the rich, interactive experiences that can be built on
top of those streams which provide many new monetisation
opportunities. At the same time, broadcasters have to find ways to
adapt to the changing demands from younger users given what they
are used to nowadays when consuming video game content. And in
the present moment, they could do a lot worse than asking the team
at Tencent for their two cents on the topic.

In 2011 Tencent made their first investment in Riot Games, the
creators of the mega success League of Legends, and by 2015 had a
100% controlling stake in the company. They also have stakes in
Supercell (Clash of Clans), Epic Games (Fortnite), Activision Blizzard
(Call of Duty) and Discord. Safe to say that when it comes to esports
and gaming, Tencent has some serious clout. And last year they used
some of it to orchestrate the merger between two of its portfolio
companies and the two biggest rivals in the chinese video game
streaming industry, Huya and Douyu to create a $10b behemoth.
Key Platforms in Different Markets

And the battle for users is especially important given how different
the streaming industry is in China. Unlike YouTube and Twitch which
monetise primarily on subscriptions and advertising, in China
streamers earn primarily through direct donations made by users. A
Newzoo study estimated that the top streamer in China earned over
$10m from direct donations in 2018, almost as much as Ninja, another
streaming legend, earned from Twitch subscriptions. The average
amount received by a top 100 streamer is a staggering $3.7m, of
which only 30-40% actually goes to the streamer, the remaining kept
as fees by the streaming platforms making each streamer quite the
cash cow. And that number is only set to grow as the game streaming
industry in China is projected to hit $7.4b in 2022, a healthy 28% CAGR
since 2017.
All this means that Tencent will continue to invest in video game
streaming and how the merged entity grows could offer significant
insights for other markets. Faster micro-transactions, smoother
communication between streamers and fans & collaborative
streaming are just some of the innovations that have become widely
adopted. And as the stakes get higher for the likes of Twitch and
Facebook Gaming, they will certainly be keeping an eye on the east in
search of new ways to retain streamers and connect them to large
audiences.

Source: Newzoo

Top Funded Streaming Platforms
Company Name

City

Funding ($m)

Douyu TV

Wuhan

112.8

Huya

Guangzhou

86.4

Chushou TV

Shanghai

11.8

Laoyuegou

Shanghai

8.4

Daily E-Sports

Haidian

2.9

ImbaTV

Shanghai

1.7

VPGame

Hangzhou

0.4

VARENA

Hangzhou

0.4

Score

Shanghai

Undisclosed

HuoMao TV

Shanghai

Undisclosed
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Fitness in Asia-Pacific: Fastest growing market
Fast to fit

A world on its head

Size matters

The Global Wellness Institute (GWI), published a detailed report at
the end of 2019 talking about the Global Economy of Physical
Activity. In it they spoke about Asia-Pacific as the fastest growing
physical activity market in the world. At the time it was #2, behind
North America but expected to take top spot with the market
growing at 9.2% annually since 2019, to reach $373.5 billion by 2023.
Asia-Pacific will account for a staggering 40 percent of the global
market growth with China and India combining to drive nearly
one-third of it all. Some pretty bold claims

All that was pre-covid, so did anything change in 2020? Well yes, the
pandemic certainly accelerated the trend of people looking to
improve their personal fitness, as it has all over the world. And while
investors in the region weren’t as aggressive in 2020 as their
American counterparts, when they did open their cheque books it
was usually for a Fitness related startup. As mentioned earlier in this
report, five of the top 10 deals in 2020 were for Fitness related
startups with an almost even share between hardware and software
based solutions.

And there are more reasons to be bullish about that growth, the
biggest of those is market penetration. Four of the top ten biggest
physical activity markets in the world are from the region: China,
Japan, South Korea and Australia. Fast growing India is only in 13th
place but also has the lowest participation rate (a measure of the
total population who participate in at least one physical activity per
month) at only 15% so there is plenty of room for growth. For context,
China is at 49%, the U.S. at 59% and Australia at a commendable 84%.
Well done, mate.

In China, Keep (digital fitness coach) and Fiture (smart fitness
equipment) raised big funding rounds in 2020. In fact Keep has also
raised a huge round in 2021 of $360m to go alongside the $15m
invested in Shanghai based I-Fitness as big fitness deals already
closed in the early parts of the year. In India it was digital fitness
platforms Cure.fit or Fittr and smart wearables provider Muse that
attracted investment. India in fact saw the biggest growth in fitness
app downloads according to a World Economic Forum report, an
increase of 157% versus the global average of 46%.

The sheer size and scale of markets across Asia-Pacific means that
companies that catch a trend at the right time can ride that wave to
a unicorn status pretty quickly. After all, ten of the top 20 most
populated countries come from this region and a majority of those China, India, Indonesia, Philippines etc - are mobile first internet
economies meaning that cheap smartphones and data plans will
ensure that the technology done right can reach users at scale pretty
quickly. Fitness is the hot global trend and execution is key as
companies look to dominate their local markets by attracting the
most users. As things heat up it will truly be survival of the fittest.

Physical Activity Market Growth Projections, 2018-2023

Source: Global Wellness Institute

But those weren’t the only countries where there was a lot of activity
in the fitness industry. In Japan the increase in fitness app downloads
was 67%, led by fitness giant Finc and supported by recent
investments in companies like Bonx & Nupp1. Even smaller markets
like Taiwan (Wondercise) and Kuwait (Hot Technologies) saw $1m+
investment rounds, showing development across the region.

Top Funded fitness platforms
Company Name

City

Funding ($m)

Keep

Beĳing

614.0

Cure Fit

Bangalore

404.6

Codoon

Chengdu

111.3

FiNC

Tokyo

77.5

Fiture

Chengdu

71.0

QIAO

Shanghai

40.1

Space Cycle

Taipei

15.5

BONX

Tokyo

13.2

Boohee

Shanghai

10.0

Mobi Sport

Shanghai

10.0
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Asia-Pacific SportsTech Ecosystem 2021
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Investors in Asia-Pacific SportsTech 2021
Dream Sports Investments
Mumbai
SportsTech company with Dream11, FanCode, DreamX,
DreamSetGo & DreamPay in its portfolio

Lumikai
New Dehli
Curates and funds the next wave of India’s gaming, digital
entertainment & media companies

Kalaari Capital
Bangalore
A venture capital fund investing in early-stage, tech-oriented
companies

What are the main trends in SportsTech?
Dev Bajaj

Chief Corporate Development Officer
With rapid growth in online sports content consumption, there
is great potential for growth of video analysis technologies due
to a large market and versatile applications. Such platforms can
provide engaging content for sports fans through AI/ML and
expand access for all tiers of sporting events. Meanwhile, these
technologies can be expanded to find applications for teams
and federations to implement performance analysis tools as
well as automate scoring process for sports data platforms.

VARCIS Capital
Hong Kong
Sports venture capital investment and advisory solutions to
Asia's sports & heath tech landscape

Fitness Ventures
Hong Kong
Invests in fitness app, device, and equipment companies with
innovative products

Mandar Dandekar
Prinicipal

Fan engagement: Leagues, teams, sports celebrities & sponsor
brands are actively looking for solutions through which they can
engage and monetize their fanbase effectively using technology.
eSports:Despite PubG's ban, India's esports ecosystem is slowly
being created. Monetization avenues for streaming &
merchandising are also being thought about. D2C sports
brands: Covid has accelerated ecommerce adoption resulting in
D2C brands being created in sports merchandise, apparel,
products, athleisure.
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Accelerator & Incubator Programs in Asia-Pacific SportsTech 2021
HYPE SPIN
Taipei
Program tailored to the needs of the startups, involving
local sports universities and industry leaders

Qatar SportsTech
Doha
Qatar's leading sports accelerator program, in
collaboration with Startupbootcamp

Startupbootcamp Sports & Event Tech Melbourne
Melbourne
Direct access to an international network of mentors, sporting
bodies, partners & investors

What is your advice to startups in 2021?
Zvika Popper
COO

COVID has worsen many of the industry's existing challenges as
well as creating new ones, thus leading to a wide range of new
opportunities for entrepreneurs. Since these challenges are
cross-sectorial, so should be the solutions and I invite the
founders to explore a multi-disciplinary approach when
designing their products / services etc., for a more sustainable
and scalable growth.

Ollie Howard

Managing Director
Keep persisting. 2020 was an incredibly difficult year for the
whole sporting industry, but 2021 is already presenting vast
opportunities for SportsTech startups. Sports and major events
have re-started, (limited) crowds are back in stadiums and new
COVID-safe opportunities are being found. The part 12 months
will forever change the way we consume, attend and engage
with sports, and innovative startups will lead the way as the
industry rebounds. Be at the front of that line!

Techstars SportsTech Melbourne
Melbourne
Program focused on startups innovating in sports technology

Heba Q. Al Masri
Managing Director

2020 was full of challenges for entrepreneurs. Make 2021 the
year you beat the storm and collect the rain. Investors' funds are
getting wrinkled in their pockets; entities are hungry for
innovation to stand out in the market. 2021 is your year; make it
happen.

Todd Deacon

Managing Director
Commit to writing monthly company updates for your investors,
potential investors and broader network. This is by far the best
forcing mechanism for founders to align on strategy, become
rigorous on measuring key metrics and progress, explaining
what's working, what's not and what you are doing about it, and
engaging your network in your journey where they will become
more actively and emotionally involved and want to help in your
success. Make them honest, don't hide your struggles.
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Innovation Initiatives in Asia-Pacific SportsTech 2021
Australia Sports Technologies Network (ASTN)
Melbourne
Industry-led Australian ecosystem of organisations with a
vested interest in SportsTech development

AquaBloom International Sports Technology Group
Causeway Bay
Innovation ecosystem with partners & resources in tech,
capital, government, academia, media, IP, etc

GSIC powered by Microsoft
Singapore
Global sports innovation center with a network & ecosystem of tech
companies & sports entities

What are your key takeaways from 2020?
Martin Schlegel
Director

The past year has seen an enormous acceleration of a digital
transformation in sports and many sporting organisations
managed to transform into more of a service organisation. Some
developed new business models and collaborated with startup
organisations, others welcomed the use of sensors and devices
as a starting point of the IoT sports future. Some ‘innovators’ in
sportstech, though, have been attempting to lock customers
into proprietary platforms and solutions instead of embracing
open collaboration.

Sports Tech Tokyo
Tokyo
A global, mentor-driven initiative for world-class sports tech
companies of all stages

Sports Tech World Series
Melbourne
A global community for people at the intersection of sports,
digital, and technology

Mike Yang

Founder & CEO
In 2020, ABSG participated in the rapid digital transformation of
China’s and the world’s sports industries. For ABSG, 2020 was
the starting point and catalyser for the following big trends: 1)
DeepTech’s accelerated applications to sports, 2) Booming
globalisation and localisation activities in the SportsTech
community, and 3) China’s market potential and major sports
events providing tremendous possibilities for international
companies for years to come.
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Innovation Initiatives in Asia-Pacific SportsTech 2021
What are your key takeaways from 2020?
Iris Cordoba Mondejar
General Manager

In 2020 GSIC has been doing a great job creating an
Asia-oriented content program and what we´ve learnt is that
the Asian market, on one hand, has a lot to offer to the sports
tech startups and companies, and on the other one, there is still
so much for all of us to learn about the ecosystem in this part of
the world. No doubt, 2021 looks very prominent for both startups
and sports entities to grow in Asia, and GSIC we will be
providing more support to this growth from our new office in
Singapore.

Michael Proman
Managing Director

Throughout the pandemic, the definition of "sports tech" has
expanded -- particularly as it relates to the athlete performance
category. In this space, there's a heightened sense of
importance being placed on the "recovery" theme (i.e., nutrition,
sleep, mental wellness, etc). Identifying technology that enables
people to feel better (both physically and mentally) is an exciting
development and something to follow as we look to reopen
cities and venues while maintaining at-home fitness plans.

John Persico
Director

Prior to 2020, the Asia region had not fully understood the
powerful impact and ubiquity of digitization of Sports and the
COVID "reset" created an opportunity for Asia to build a new
ecosystem from the ground-up. Everything from artificial
intelligence, 5G, video, Esports, blockchain, Talent ID,
volunteering, digital fitness and wearables integration to digital
transformation of Sports entered from a niche conversation to a
must-have conversation for sports decision-makers at all levels
increasingly outside the United States.
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Asia-Pacific SportsTech Startup Selection 2021
We’ve asked each of the 11 innovators in this report to name one Asia-Pacific SportsTech startup
that has impressed them recently. The result: A selection of 10 startups that represent
Asia-Pacific’s SportsTech innovation capabilities.

Arete

Dream11

Fanplay

ICOOLTECH

KOUP

AI-powered, personalised

Indian fantasy sports

Connected IoT platform for

Ultra-low temperature cold

Sustainable performance

mental training

platform

fans and players

therapy equipment

clothing

SponixTech
Immersive replays and virtual
advertisement technologies

Sponsa
Online sponsorship deals platform

Square Off

Toch

AI-enabled, smart chess

AI-driven video content

boards

platform

Vitruvian
Intelligent fitness hardware
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More reports, more data, more insights!

“More cash than Cuban”
sportstechx.com/gstvcr

“Fresher than a Beckham haircut”
sportstechx.com/footballtech

“Ok to be read in sweatpants!”
sportstechx.com/fitnesstech
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Methodology
The data from this report was obtained from reviewing over
700 active startups and over 400 funding deals in
Asia-Pacific SportsTech. Here are some key things to know
about how this analysis was approached. While we always
want to be as inclusive as possible, we have applied certain
criteria to ensure that all data is representative of current
trends.
All companies founded before the year 2000 have been
excluded.
Only currently active companies have been considered for
the startups related data.
Only deals announced during the period of Jan 1, 2016 - Dec
31, 2020 were considered, (excluding the Top 10 most funded
startups where the all-time total was presented).
Deals completed in that period for companies that are not
currently active have also been included.
As in every year we expect some amount of reporting lag as
not all deals from last year would have been announced. As
a result we have added 15% to the total funding value
reported for 2020.
All deals are reported in USD. For deals not in USD, the
average conversion rate for the deal currency to USD in the
deal year was utilised.

Only funding deals have been considered, mergers and
acquisitions between entities have been excluded. For
example the Huya and Douyu merger in 2020 is only
mentioned in the trends and not included in the investment
totals.
As far as possible we have obtained public domain sources
for all the deals that we report on. This includes funding
announcements made on a variety of media channels.
eSports game publishers, teams and leagues have been
excluded as they don’t find space in our framework.
In general eCommerce based solutions have been excluded,
as those form part of the Web 1.0. So while there has been
innovation in products, the format itself isn’t new.
One last thing: As always, our team spends countless hours
pouring over interviews and data around startups and
funding rounds, but the nature of the beast that we try to
tackle is that some will get missed, especially from the last
year. However we are confident that the information we
present paints a pretty accurate picture of what is
happening overall in the industry and so allows us to draw
strong inferences about where it is headed.
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Thank you!
We would like to thank our fantastic team for the work that’s gone into
this report. Without their initiative, innovation and hard work this
wouldn’t have been possible. A team greater than the sum of its parts,
happy to have you guys on board!
Briana Ekanem

Communications Manager

Kevin Kariappa
Research Analyst

Rishabh Jain

Research Analyst
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